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Abstract
This paper is a simple and preliminary study of the extent of volunteerism culture in
community of The American University in Cairo (AUC), focusing on community service
student organizations.
A sample of 7 out of 9 community service student organizations were examined by a direct
interview with their leaders, in addition to an interview with a concerned executive from AUC
to be as a reference for the difference between AUC and students’ leaders is seeing the
effectiveness of AUC support to them, which was found that most of the organizations are
not satisfied with AUC, due to insufficient support from the AUC advisor, and insufficient
funds. It is found that 4 out of 7 organizations are providing philanthropy and human
development services, and that all except one are working both on- and off- campus, while
only 2 organizations are recruiting only from AUC students exclusively. Finally, with an
exception of one, all of them achieved tangible impact, and resulted in increase in awareness
and participation in volunteering activities.

1. Introduction
1.1 The American University in Cairo (AUC)
AUC is considered by its leaders to be Egypt’s global
university, attracting the brightest minds in Egypt, to
prepare them to make a sustainable impact in the region
and the world.
One of AUC’s prominent divisions is John D. Gerhart
Center for Philanthropy and Civic Engagement (GC), which
aims to promote social change in Egypt, through building a
culture of effective giving and civic responsibility.
GC has several scopes of work that include providing
research and papers in the fields of philanthropy,
volunteerism, and civic engagement, which is the reason of
GC’s interest in understanding the extent of volunteerism
culture in AUC community.

1.2 Volunteerism in AUC
AUC community is a dynamic and ambitious group of
people that continuously working to make a difference in
Egypt and the region.
1.3.1 AUC Student Organizations
As shown in the table in Appendix I, AUC has currently an
amount of sixty [60] student organizations, nine [9] of them
are dedicated for community service activities (see the
graph in Appendix II for graphical representation of the
distribution of student organizations). These nine
organizations are making a tangible impact in the Egyptian
and AUC community, as will be shown in section 4. Results.
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1.3.2 AUC Office of Student Development (OSD)
OSD is the responsible office for student organizations in
AUC. According to their mission statement, OSD aims to
“prepare AUC students to become responsible and wellrounded citizens, to face the challenges of the real world.”
This is achieved by guiding and supporting diverse extracurricular programs and events, including the community
service student organizations.

2. Literature Review
In order to understand volunteerism culture in higher
education communities, and determine the framework of
this study – the literature referenced in this paper were
reviewed, and the findings were as follows:
Smith et al. (2010) and Francis (2009) mainly focused on
the motivations for students to volunteer, showing as well
the benefits that will be gained by students. They also
discussed the different domains of volunteering as the
other literature did.
Fényes and Pusztai (2012) defined volunteering, and
discussed the motivations for students to volunteer.
Moreover, they provided details of the micro-level factors
that affects volunteering.
Beehr et al. (2010) defined volunteering as well, then they
went to illustrate the benefits that the higher education
institute will gain from students volunteerism.
Holdsworth and Brewis (2013), and Edwards et al. (2001)
have discussed the roles of the higher education institute in
fostering and supporting volunteerism.

3. Research Methodology
3.1 Objectives
The objective is to study the extent of volunteerism
culture in AUC community, focusing on community service
student organizations.
This study is considered to be simple and preliminary, as
it will be shown in the sections 3.2 Data Sources, and 3.3.
Research Methodology – below.
However, the results of this study would give the Director
of Gerhart Center a reliable understanding of the current
domains of volunteering activities in AUC, the factors that
are affecting these activities, and the resulted effects to
both Egyptian and AUC communities.
Moreover, this paper will help future researchers in
performing an in-depth studies that would tackle wider and
more detailed issues on the culture of volunteerism in AUC
community.

3.2 Data Sources
Data were collected by direct interviews with the key
people concerned with the community service student
organizations.
A questionnaire (see Appendix IV) was designed based on
the literature review, in order to test the variables discussed
in section 3.4 Study Variables.
The key people interviewed were:
Name and Title

#

2

Rana El-Harty, Manager of Student Development at
OSD
(Due to the unavailability of Ramza Sedky, Associate
Director for Community Service Programs at OSD).
Ahmad Bahaa, President of Help Club
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Heba Ereiba, President of Resala AUC

4

Basma Zaki, President of Glow

5

Nehal Kamal, President of Khatwa Foundation

6

Laila Seif, President of Anti-Cancer Team (ACT)

7

Menna Hatem, President of Volunteers in Action
(VIA)

8

Farida Ezzat, President of Heya Initiative
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Note that the following student leaders were not reachable:
•
•

Omar Mansour, President of 3alRaseef Club
Mohamed Ghoniem, President of Hand in Hand

Which means that this paper contains the data of only
seven [7] out of the nine [9] community service student
organization in AUC.
All data are available in the Appendices section in this
document.

3.3 Research Methodology
Because the collected data is fewer than required in order
to conduct a proper statistical analysis (only eight [8]
responses to the questionnaire), the responses directly are
presented in section 4. Results, and discussed in section 5.
Discussion.

3.4 Study Variables
In order to understand the extent of volunteerism culture
in AUC community, we need to set: the definition for
volunteering, the areas where the volunteering activities
take place, the factors affecting these activities, and the
resulted effects from these activities.
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3.4.1 Definition of “volunteering”
According to literature (Smith, 2010; Fényes and Pusztai,
2012; Beehr et al., 2010), volunteering is defined to be:
1. Non-obligatory work that is performed willingly and
by choice.
2. Free-of-charge work, i.e. a volunteer will not get paid
for the performed work, and it is not done on a
mutual or reciprocal basis with others.
3. Work that will produce tangible or intangible
products and services for the public good, to help
others, or for a specific cause that is not tied with the
benefit of the volunteer working for this cause.
3.4.2 Domains of Volunteering Activities
All of the literature referenced in this paper indicate that
volunteering activities could serve variety of domains, such
as community service, economic/financial aid, political
causes, social/psychological issues, religious issues,
environmental causes … etc.
However, this paper will focus only on the community
service domain in volunteering activities in AUC community.
3.4.3 Factors Affecting Volunteering
Fényes and Pusztai (2012), Beehr et al. (2010),
Holdsworth and Brewis (2013), and Edwards et al. (2001)
helped in choosing the factors that affect volunteering, as
follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Field of work
Required outcome
Structure of the available student organization
Support from AUC

3.4.4 Effects of Volunteering
The literature referenced in this paper showed different
aspects on the effects of volunteering. In this paper, we will
focus on the following effects:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Real impact to Egyptian community
Sustainability of results
Awareness among AUC community
Increase of volunteers from AUC

4. Results
Note: Detailed results are available in Appendix V.
We can see from the results that 15% (9 out of 60) of the
established student organizations are focusing on
community service.
Within these organizations, we found that 57% (4 out of
7 studied) are providing philanthropy and human
development services, the other three [3] are focusing on:

human development only, health issues only, or feminist
issues only.
All of them are working both on- and off- campus, except
one. Also we note that only two [2] of them recruits AUC
students exclusively, and the rest has a variety of
distribution of AUC to non-AUC students.
Moreover, their satisfaction with AUC OSD support varies:
two [2] are generally satisfied, two [2] are somehow
satisfied, and three [3] are not satisfied. The main reasons
for the bad satisfaction are: insufficient support from the
OSD advisor, and insufficient funds.
With an exception of one, all of them achieved tangible
impact, and resulted in increase in awareness and
participation in volunteering activities.
Also, with an exception of one, none of them was able to
sustain their impact, due to bad operations management
and documentation, or due to political turbulence that
hindered running projects.

5. Discussion
The findings contribute towards a better understanding
of the extent of volunteerism culture in AUC community, in
the first quarter of 2015.
It is safe to conclude that the volunteerism culture is
widely accepted and practiced among AUC students,
through community service student organizations.
Moreover, we can clearly see that community service
student organizations in AUC needs better support from
OSD, by advising and mentoring, and by funding.
Also, they need to learn better operations management
in order to sustain the results of their work.
Finally, -just a personal note- it is noted that most of
organizations’ presidents are female, also, these females
responded much faster to the interview requests than their
male peers.
As this is just a simple and preliminary study, it is kindly
suggested for future research, to conduct an in-depth
study, testing variety of factors among much larger sample
that covers all the segments in the AUC community.
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Appendices
Appendix I: List of Student Organizations in AUC
[Return to Top]

Community service organizations are highlighted in yellow.
Name

Category

Email

Social Media

1

Accounting Association (ACTA)

Academic

acta@aucegypt.edu

https://www.facebook.com/pages/AUCAccounting-Association/945721865440485

2

Actuarial Science Association

Academic

asa@aucegypt.edu

https://www.facebook.com/pages/ASAActuarial-ScienceAssociation/360191520726497

3

Architecture Association

Academic

aa@aucegypt.edu

https://www.facebook.com/ArchitectureAss
ociation.AA

4

Astronomy Club

Academic

astronomy@aucegypt.edu

http://www.facebook.com/astronomyauc

5

Business Association (BA)

Academic

ba@aucegypt.edu

https://www.facebook.com/Ba.auc

6

Chemistry Club

Academic

chemclub@aucegypt.edu

https://www.facebook.com/ChemistryClubA
UC

7

Computer Science Engineering
Association

Academic

csea@aucegypt.edu

https://www.facebook.com/csea.auc

8

Construction Engineering Association

Academic

cea@aucegypt.edu

https://www.facebook.com/cea.auc

9

Corporate Governance Club

Academic

N/A

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Corporat
e-Governance-Club-CGC/509126855887712

10

Cosmos Radio

Academic

ecosmos@aucegypt.edu

https://www.facebook.com/ECosmosRadio

11

Electronics Engineering Association

Academic

eea@aucegypt.edu

https://www.facebook.com/EEAAUC

12

Junior Enterprise Consulting

Academic

jeconsultingegypt@gmail.com

https://www.facebook.com/JE.AUC

13

Mechanical Engineering Association
(MEA)

Academic

mea@aucegypt.edu

https://www.facebook.com/mea.auc

14

Robotics Club

Academic

robotics@aucegypt.edu

https://www.facebook.com/AUCRoboticsClu
b

15

Society of Petroleum Engineers

Academic

spe@aucegypt.edu

https://www.facebook.com/SPE.AUC

16

Tech Community

Academic

N/A

https://www.facebook.com/AUCMSP

17

3alraseef

Community
Service

3alRaseef321@aucegypt.edu

https://www.facebook.com/3alraseefAUC

18

ACT (Anti Cancer Team)

Community
Service

anticancerteam@aucegypt.edu

https://www.facebook.com/ACT.AUC

19

Glow

Community
Service

glowauc@aucegypt.edu

https://www.facebook.com/glow.auc

20

Hand in Hand

Community
Service

handinhand@aucegypt.edu

21

Help

Community
Service

help_club@aucegypt.edu

https://www.facebook.com/helpclub

22

Heya: The Women’s Initiative

Community
Service

heya@aucegypt.edu

https://www.facebook.com/heyaauc

23

Khatwa

Community
Service

N/A

https://www.facebook.com/KhatwaFoundat
ion

24

Resala

Community
Service

resala@aucegypt.edu

https://www.facebook.com/Resala.AUC

25

VIA

Community
Service

viaauc@aucegypt.edu

https://www.facebook.com/aucvia
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26

AIESEC

Conferences

info@aiesec-auc.org;
aiesec@aucegypt.edu

27

Arabic Literature Conference
Bel3arabi

Conferences

Bel3raby@aucegypt.edu

28

CIMAL

Conferences

cimal@aucegypt.edu

http://www.facebook.com/pages/CIMAL/55
748030077

29

CIMUN

Conferences

cimun2014@gmail.com

http://www.facebook.com/pages/CIMUN/2
3070866565

30

Community of Science &
Technological Activities (CSTA)

Conferences

csta.auc@aucegypt.edu

https://www.facebook.com/CSTA.Egypt

31

Developers Inc

Conferences

developersinc@aucegypt.edu

http://www.facebook.com/Developers.inc

32

Enactus

Conferences

enactus@aucegypt.edu

https://www.facebook.com/EnactusAUC

33

Entrepreneurs' Society (ES)

Conferences

es@aucegypt.edu

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Entrepre
neurs-Society/35718649783

34

Finance and Economics Club

Conferences

fec@aucegypt.edu

https://www.facebook.com/Financeandeco
nclub

35

International Conference for Global
Economy

Conferences

Icge@aucegypt.edu

https://www.facebook.com/ICGE.auc

36

International Student Leadership
Conference

Conferences

islc@aucegypt.edu

https://www.facebook.com/ISLC.AUC

37

Model Council of Ministers-MCM

Conferences

mcm@aucegypt.edu

https://www.facebook.com/MCM.AUC

38

Musicana

Cultural and
Special
Interest

musicanaauc@aucegypt.edu

https://www.facebook.com/MusicanaAUC

39

Sabeel

Cultural and
Special
Interest

sabeel.auc@gmail.com

https://www.facebook.com/Sabeel.auc

40

Salsa Dance Fusion

Cultural and
Special
Interest

N/A

41

Serenity Society

Cultural and
Special
Interest

serenitysociety@gmail.com

https://www.facebook.com/SerenitySociety

42

The Maghrebian Union

Cultural and
Special
Interest

muc@aucegypt.edu

https://www.facebook.com/AlMaghrebAlAr
abiClubAlmghrbAlrby

43

Theater and Film Club

Cultural and
Special
Interest

theaterandfilmclub@aucegypt.
edu

https://www.facebook.com/AUC.TFC

44

Visual Arts Club (VA)

Cultural and
Special
Interest

N/A

45

Arabic Literature Club

Graduate

lit.club@aucegypt.edu

46

Biotech

Graduate

biotechclub@aucegypt.edu

https://www.facebook.com/AUCBiotechClu
b

47

Black Student Association

Graduate

bsa@aucegypt.edu

https://www.facebook.com/AUCBSA

48

Business Graduate Association

Graduate

bga@aucegypt.edu

https://www.facebook.com/aucbga

49

Egyptology Association

Graduate

N/A

50

Graduate Student Association

Graduate

gsa@aucegypt.edu

https://www.facebook.com/aiesecauc
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51

Helm

Graduate

helm@aucegypt.edu

https://www.facebook.com/Helmegypt

52

Mashroo3 Kheir

Graduate

mashroo3kheir@aucegypt.edu

https://www.facebook.com/Mashroo3.Kheir

53

Philosophy Club

Graduate

phil.auc@aucegypt.edu

54

STAR

Graduate

N/A

https://www.facebook.com/theSTARnetwor
k

55

Students' Association of Latino &
Spanish Affairs - SALSA

Graduate

salsa@aucegypt.edu

https://www.facebook.com/aucSALSA

56

AUC Times

Press Board

auctimes@gmail.com

https://www.facebook.com/auctimes

57

The Insider

Press Board

insider@aucegypt.edu

https://www.facebook.com/InsiderAUC

58

Student Court

Student
Government

sjb@aucegypt.edu

59

Student Senate

Student
Government

s.senate@aucegypt.edu

https://www.facebook.com/aucss

60

Student Union

Student
Government

su@aucegypt.edu

https://www.facebook.com/pages/AUCStudent-Union/127843051327
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Appendix II: Graphic Representation of the Classification and Distribution of Student Organizations in AUC
[Return to Top]

The count of community service organizations (shown in red in the chart below) is nine [9], out of total of sixty [60] student
organizations in AUC.
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3

16
Academic

11

Community Service
Conferences
Cultural and Special Interest
Graduate
Press Board
7
9

Student Government

12
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Appendix III: General Structure of a Student Organization
[Return to Top]

Faculty
Adviser

Staff Adviser

President

Human
Resources

Treasury

Marketing and
Public
Relations

Operations

Technical
Support
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Appendix IV: The Questionnaire
[Return to Top]

Introduction
Dr. Ali Awni, Professor of Practice at AUC School of Business, is now the new Director of AUC Gerhart Center for Philanthropy
and Civic Engagement.
Gerhart Center aims to promote social change in Egypt, through building a culture of effective giving and civic responsibility.
One of Gerhart Center's scopes of work is to provide research and papers in the fields of philanthropy, volunteerism, and civic
engagement.
Dr. Ali is looking for your most valuable help in researching volunteerism in AUC.

Questions
Part I: Activities
I.1.

I.2.
I.3.

[For AUC OSD Officer] What is the current active societies/associations/clubs that mainly exist to provide help inside or
outside of AUC, in the fields of philanthropy, financial support (economic welfare), education improvement, health
welfare, human rights, human development? OR [For organization leader] What are the activities performed by your
organization?
Based on question I.1, is the current activities diversified, or is most of the associations are focusing in specific topic?
Based on question I.1, do the current activities work outside of AUC the most, or are they focusing inside AUC
community?

Part II: Structure
II.1. What is the common structure of these societies/associations/clubs?
a. Students vs. non-students (staff and faculty)
b. AUC students vs. outsiders
II.2. Are the members of these activities volunteering to work, or are they paid/assigned?
II.3. Does AUC provide certain support to (or even control over) these activities? [and for organization leader: Are you
satisfied with …]
a. Operation support/control
b. Financial support
c. Logistical and legal support
Part III: Results
III.1.
III.2.
III.3.
III.4.

Did these activities produced any tangible impact on their respective fields?
Are these results sustainable?
Did these activities resulted in increase of awareness?
Did these activities drove others to become volunteers?
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Appendix V: Questionnaire Results
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OSD

Question / Person

Support student
organizations

Function

Help Club
Philanthropy and
self-development

Off-campus:
- Philanthropy and
financial aid
I.1

See Appendix I

On-campus:
- Awareness
campaigns
- Fundraising
campaigns

Resala AUC
Philanthropy and
community
development

Off-campus:
- Philanthropy and
financial aid
- Teaching adults
On-campus:
- Awareness
campaigns

Glow
Self- and community
development

Off-campus:
- Teaching kids
On-campus:
- Awareness
campaigns
- Selfdevelopment
workshops

Khatwa Foundation
Philanthropy, selfand community
development

Off-campus:
- Philanthropy and
financial aid
- Teaching kids
On-campus:
- Selfdevelopment
workshops

Anti-Cancer Team
Awareness for
Cancer

Off-campus:
- Philanthropy and
financial aid
- Improvement of
education
On-campus:
- Awareness
campaigns

I.2

Yes, diversified

Yes, diversified

Yes, diversified

Yes, diversified

Yes, diversified

Not diversified

I.3

On- and offcampus

On- and offcampus

On- and offcampus

On- and offcampus

On- and offcampus

On-campus

a

Ask the clubs

Students only

b

Ask the clubs

AUCians only

Mainly students
40% AUCians
60% outsiders

Yes
No, just monitor
and advice

Satisfied

b

Yes

Satisfied

c

Yes

Satisfied

II.1

II.2
II.3
a

Advisors are great

Not satisfied
Faculty advisor is
great
Not satisfied:
We get 10% of our
required budget
Satisfied

See Appendix III
Students only
Mainly students
70% AUCians
10% AUCians
30% outsiders
90% outsiders
Volunteers only
Not satisfied
Satisfied
OSD advisor is not
Satisfied
helpful

Volunteers in Action
Philanthropy, selfand community
development

Students only

On-campus:
- Awareness
campaigns
- Selfdevelopment
workshops
- Fundraising
campaigns
Yes, very
diversified
On- and offcampus

Heya Initiative
Feminist issues

Off-campus:
- Awareness
campaigns
- Financing microprojects
- Supporting
orphanages
- Teaching English
for adults
- Feminist book
club
On-campus:
- Awareness
campaigns
- Organizing
debates
Yes, diversified
On- and offcampus

Mainly students
60% AUCians
40% outsiders

Students only
90% AUCians
10% outsiders

Not satisfied at all
OSD advisor is not
helpful

Somehow satisfied
OSD advisor is not
flexible

Somehow satisfied

AUCians only

Satisfied

Satisfied

Satisfied

Not satisfied:
Few funds

Satisfied

Not satisfied:
Few funds

Satisfied

Satisfied

Not satisfied:
Bureaucratic
process

Satisfied

Satisfied
11

III.1

We do not know

Yes

III.2

We do not know

Yes (on-campus
only)

III.3
III.4

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
No:
Due to political
turbulence
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Not much

Yes

Yes

Yes (on-campus
only)

No

No

Yes

No

Yes
Yes

Yes
Not from AUC

Not much
No

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
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